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We demonstrate rotational excitation spectroscopy with the scanning tunneling microscope for

physisorbed H2 and its isotopes HD and D2. The observed excitation energies are very close to the gas

phase values and show the expected scaling with the moment of inertia. Since these energies are

characteristic for the molecular nuclear spin states we are able to identify the para and ortho species of

hydrogen and deuterium, respectively. We thereby demonstrate nuclear spin sensitivity with unprecedented

spatial resolution.
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Inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy (IETS) probes
the energies of atomic and molecular excitations in a tunnel
junction. When the electron energy reaches the excitation
threshold, a new conductance channel opens, leading to a
step in the differential conductance (dI=dV). IETS mea-
surements were first carried out in planar tunnel junctions
probing vibrations [1] and magnetic excitations [2] of large
ensembles of molecules or atoms. A major breakthrough
was achieved when performing IETS with the scanning
tunneling microscope (STM). This was first demonstrated
for molecular vibrations [3], identifying the molecules
and their isotopes [4]. A few years later, this was followed
by spin excitations, revealing the Landé g factor, effective
spin moment, and magnetic anisotropy energy [5,6].
In either case, this information is retrieved for individual
atoms and molecules of a well-known adsorption site, coor-
dination number, and chemistry. These studies have signifi-
cantly improved our understanding of surface chemistry and
magnetism.

The only processes that could so far not be characterized
by IETS, neither in planar junctions nor in STM, are
true molecular rotations, albeit their excitation energies
contain manifold information, e.g., on chemical identity,
bond lengths, rotational degrees of freedom, and molecular
conformations. Notably, for homonuclear diatomics, the
allowed rotational transitions depend on the nuclear spin
state [7].

Here we demonstrate rotational excitation spectroscopy
(RES) with the STM for physisorbed hydrogen, deuterium,
and deuterium hydride. We observe sharp conductance
steps in dI=dV at the energies corresponding to the allowed
rotational transitions of the respective molecules in the gas
phase. The ortho and para nuclear spin isomers of hydro-
gen and deuterium entail different rotational ground states
[7,8]. We identify their distinct excitation energies and
thus demonstrate nuclear spin sensitivity on ensembles
containing by many orders of magnitude less molecules
than probed in neutron diffraction [9,10], nuclear magnetic
resonance [11,12], and high-resolution electron energy

loss spectroscopy (HREELS) [13–15]. The mechanism
at the origin of STM-RES is proposed to involve a
resonant molecular ensemble state. In order to prevent its
screening by the metal substrate, we introduced a mono-
layer of hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN), see Fig. 1, or
graphene [16].
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FIG. 1 (color online). STM images of H2 superstructure on
h-BN=Nið111Þ � ð1� 1Þ. (a) Atomically resolved h-BN and
circular areas of hydrogen superstructure centered around Ti
adatoms (exposure 1 L H2, 1 L ¼ 1:33� 10�6 mbar s, Vt ¼
�10 mV, It ¼ 20 pA). (b) Full ð ffiffiffi

3
p � ffiffiffi

3
p ÞR30� H2 monolayer

(100 L H2, Vt ¼ �20 mV, It ¼ 20 pA). (c) Structure model
superimposed on STM image of the H2 superstructure.
(d) Fourier transform of (a). The lozenges indicate the (1� 1)
and ð ffiffiffi

3
p � ffiffiffi

3
p ÞR30� unit cells.
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We focus here on molecules that were physisorbed on
h-BN=Nið111Þ–ð1� 1Þ grown by chemical vapor deposi-
tion using borazine precursors [17]. The H2, D2, or HD
molecules were subsequently dosed onto the surface at
10 K and the STM measurements were performed at
4.7 K. The dI=dV spectra were measured with a lock-in
amplifier using a bias modulation of 2 mV peak-to-peak at
397 Hz.

At low coverages, physisorbed hydrogen forms a
two-dimensional gas [9] that is transparent to the STM,
allowing the imaging of the underlying h-BN with atomic
resolution as shown in Fig. 1. The honeycomb lattice
appears as hexagonally close-packed depressions. We
adsorbed individual Ti atoms [18] in order to condense
part of the H2 gas in circular islands centered around the
adatoms. In these islands, the H2 molecules are imaged
as protrusions. The molecules are in registry with the h-BN

depressions, however, at
ffiffiffi
3

p
times their distance and rotated

by 30�. Upon saturation coverage, H2 forms a perfectly

ordered commensurate monolayer of this (
ffiffiffi
3

p � ffiffiffi
3

p ÞR30�
superstructure; see Fig. 1(b). Many weakly physisorbed
adsorbates adopt this structure, notably hydrogen on graph-
ite [9,11,19] and on boron nitride [12].

The dI=dV spectra on the full commensurate mono-
layers of H2, D2, and HD are shown in Fig. 2(a). Each
curve reveals two pairs of conductance steps. Their thresh-
old energies are symmetric around zero bias, as expected
for IETS. The numerical derivatives d2I=dV2 in Fig. 2(b)
are used to determine their values. We focus first on the
high energy excitations that are located at (43:75� 0:07),

(32:8� 0:4), and ð20:89� 0:07Þ meV, for H2, HD, and
D2, respectively. Their ratios unambiguously identify
them as rotational transitions since the energy of a rota-
tional quantum state J of a linear molecule is with
Erot
J ¼ JðJ þ 1Þ@2=2I inversely proportional to its moment

of inertia I. In addition, the absolute excitation energies of
all three molecules match the reported gas-phase values
(cf. Table I). Most importantly, the spectra identifyH2 in its
para- and D2 in its orthonuclear spin configuration.
The distinct rotational excitation energies of the dispa-

rate nuclear spin states are caused by symmetry constraints
of the total molecular wave function [7]. It is a product of
the nuclear, rotational, electronic, and vibrational wave
functions. Hydrogen nucleons are fermions, therefore this
product must be antisymmetric with respect to proton per-
mutation. For hydrogen, the vibrational and the electronic
(1�þ

g ) ground states are symmetric. Consequently, the anti-

symmetric nuclear singlet state (para) requires a symmetric
rotational wave function (even J), whereas the symmetric
nuclear triplet state (ortho) implies an antisymmetric rota-
tional wave function (odd J). Parahydrogen has, therefore,
J ¼ 0 in its ground state and the first allowed rotational
excitation is J ¼ 2. Our spectra show exactly the latter
J ¼ 0 ! 2 transition. The nucleons of deuterium are bosons
requiring a symmetric total molecular wave function.
Hence, the symmetric nuclear spin state (ortho) is associated
with a symmetric rotational state and the antisymmetric
nuclear spin configuration (para) with an antisymmetric
rotational state. Again, we observe the J ¼ 0 ! 2 transi-
tion, this time for the ortho-D2 species. Transitions
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FIG. 2 (color online). Rotational excitation spectroscopy on molecular monolayers. (a) dI=dV of H2 (open circle), HD
(upward triangle), and D2 (open square). The conductance steps at 43.7, 32.8, and 20.9 meV represent rotational J ¼ 0 ! 2
transitions. The values for H2 and D2 are characteristic for the para-H2 and ortho-D2 configuration, respectively. The low-energy
steps close to the Fermi energy are attributed to phonon gaps of the commensurate molecular layer. Spectra are averages of 615
(open circle), 1100 (upward triangle), and 75 (open square) dI=dV curves. The spectra were vertically offset by 0:5 nA=V for clarity.
(b) Numerical derivative of (a), d2I=dV2. The black full lines show fits with a multi-peak Lorentzian function [22]. The shoulder at
ð13� 1Þ meV (arrows) for HD is attributed to a J ¼ 0 ! 1 transition. (c) Rotational and phonon bands calculated for p-H2 and o-D2

on graphite, reproduced from Ref. [23].
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between the nuclear spin isomers are forbidden for free
molecules, but are catalyzed by paramagnetic impurities or
inhomogeneous magnetic and electric fields [20,21].

For the case of HD, the nucleons are distinguishable and
the above symmetry constraints do not apply. The observed
threshold energy for HD is in agreement with a J ¼ 0 ! 2
excitation (Fig. 2). For this molecule, also �J ¼ 1 transi-
tions are allowed, and the spectrum indeed shows a little
shoulder at ð13� 1Þ meV close to the reported J ¼ 0 ! 1
transition energy (Table I). Note that the RES steps are with
11%–37% [22] significantly higher than the ones of
vibrational excitations for adsorbates on metals [3], and
they are comparable with the spin-excitation step heights
observed for magnetic atoms on a decoupling monolayer
[5,6]. The RES width of HD is twice as large as of H2 and
D2 [22], which could be explained by different lifetimes
owing to the additionally allowed decay channel for HD
(J ¼ 2 ! 1 ! 0 and J ¼ 2 ! 0).

We attribute the low-energy conductance steps in Fig. 2
to the excitation of phonons in the molecular layers. As can
be seen from Fig. 2(c), the substrate potential creates a
phonon gap in the excitation spectrum of the commensu-
rate adsorbate layer at the Brillouin zone center, reaching
from zero to the energy where the weakly dispersing bands
are located [10,23–25]. This creates a narrow energy in-
terval in which phonons can be excited and thus meets the
necessary condition for the observation of a distinct thresh-
old energy in IETS. The excitations are with (5:5� 0:5),
(5:1� 0:5), and ð4:4� 0:5Þ meV, for H2, HD, and D2,
remarkably close to the centers of the phonon bands mea-
sured with neutron scattering [10,25]. Notably, the H2=D2

energy ratio of 1.3 matches the one of the phonon gaps.

The deviation from
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
mD2

=mH2

q
¼ ffiffiffi

2
p

is caused by the

anharmonicity of the intermolecular and of the adsorption
potential [10,23,24,26].

We determined in Fig. 3 the lateral range � of excited
molecules probed with STM-RES by recording dI=dV
spectra on samples with partial h-BN coverage. This gives

access to physisorbed H2, once in the
ffiffiffi
3

p
phase on h-BN,

for which we observe RES features, and once directly
adsorbed on Ni(111), where rotational excitation conduc-
tance steps are absent, in agreement with former low-T
STM studies [27–30]. The dI=dV spectra recorded across
the transition between these two surface terminations
reveal the attenuation of the rotational excitation when
approaching the h-BN border to a distance of � ¼ ð1:7�
0:5Þ nm. Within this radius there are (60� 30) hydrogen
molecules. This represents the ensemble size probed for
the present system by STM-RES.
The mechanism underlying STM-RES has to be different

from the one of HREELS, since the latter detected rota-
tional excitations for physisorbed hydrogen on metal sur-
faces [13,14], while in STM there were no signs of such
excitations for the same systems [27–30]. Instead, all
observed spectroscopic features were reminiscent of two
state switching [27]. In EELS, a negative ion resonance is
populated by the primary electrons and subsequently
decays into several inelastic channels, one of them being
the molecular rotation [31,32]. For hydrogen this resonance
is at an energy accessible to the typical 5 eV incident
electrons [13,14,31,33], but evidently not to IETS operating
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FIG. 3 (color online). Lateral extent � of the rotational exci-
tation. (a) STM image showing a step between the h-BN layer
and the underlying Ni substrate, both are H2 covered. (b) dI=dV
taken along the full red line perpendicular to the step. The
rotational excitation is attenuated at � ¼ ð1:7� 0:5Þ nm from
the step; see the gray dashed line. (c) Line profile across the step
in (a). (d) dI=dV spectra at the indicated positions I, II, and III.
Spectra represent averages of 16 dI=dV curves.

TABLE I. Comparison of gas phase and surface adsorbed
rotational excitation energies �ErotðJ ! J0Þ for the three mole-
cules in their vibrational ground state. S labels the molecular
spin and J the rotational ground state quantum number. Note that
even-odd transitions are forbidden for H2 and D2, while they are
allowed for HD. The gas phase �Erot values are taken from
Ref. [8]. The error bars for STM-RES indicate the standard
deviation.

�Erot (meV)

Molecule S J �J ¼ 1 �J ¼ 2 STM-RES (meV)

H2
Para 0 0 � � � 43.9 43:75� 0:07

Ortho 1 1 � � � 72.8 Not observed

HD 0 11.1 33.1 13� 1 and 32:8� 0:4

D2
Ortho 0=2 0 � � � 22.2 20:89� 0:07

Para 1 1 � � � 36.9 Not observed
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at electron energies near the excitation threshold of the
molecular rotations. However, the existence of a rotational
resonance for ultralow electron energies was demonstrated
by molecular density dependent electron drift velocity
measurements [34,35]. It has been attributed to a collective
resonance state originating from the electrostatic, polariza-
tion, and quadrupole interactions between neighboring
hydrogen molecules [36]. This state requires molecular
densities of comparable order of magnitude than in the
present work (6:2� 1014 cm�2). Similar densities were
also present in former STM studies [27–30] and the absence
of RES features, that we also note in Fig. 3 for H2=Nið111Þ,
must be due to screening of the intermolecular interactions
by the underlying substrate. Therefore a decoupling h-BN
layer enables the spectroscopy of molecular rotations with
STM-IETS and the collective nature of the resonant state
explains the finite lateral range of excited molecules.
According to this mechanism, STM-RES is an intrinsically
multimolecule method, requiring for the case of H2 at
least 60 interacting molecules. Our collective rotational
excitations can be interpreted in terms of the calculated
rotational bands [23] shown in Fig. 2(c). We note that 60
molecules is an unprecedented small number in terms of the
demonstrated access to the nuclear spin state.

With para-H2 and ortho-D2 we observe for each mole-
cule only the nuclear spin isomer with lowest energy rota-
tional ground state, J ¼ 0. However, for either molecule
both nuclear spin isomers are present in the gas phase, with
ortho-para ratios of 3:1 for H2 and 2:1 for D2 at room
temperature. Therefore, a fast conversion to the lowest
energy nuclear spin configuration must take place on the
surface. In line with this, former EELS studies either
observed only the spin isomer with even J [15], as in our
case, or they reported the ortho to para-H2 conversion after
a few minutes [14]. This conversion has been attributed to
short range magnetic interactions with the surface [20].
We never observed ortho-H2 and para-D2 state, neither
on h-BN nor on graphene, both grown on nonmagnetic
substrates [16]. Therefore, the conversion to the lowest
energy configuration must be driven by magnetic impuri-
ties. The electric fields of the tunnel junction are by at least
one order of magnitude smaller than required [21].

There is pioneering STM work related to molecular
rotations. STMwas used to induce and monitor the rotation
of O2=Ptð111Þ [37], the coupling of vibrational and
rotational degrees of freedom was demonstrated for
acetylene=Cuð100Þ [38], and hindered rotations were
reported for CO on two low-index Cu surfaces [4].
However, here we demonstrate for the first time true
spectroscopy of molecular rotations; i.e., we determine
the rotational eigenvalues, and thereby complete the
meanwhile well-established and widely used STM-IETS
vibration and spin-excitation spectroscopy.

We demonstrated for H2 and D2 nuclear spin sensitivity
with the STM and proposed a mechanism involving a

collective low-energy resonant state that emerges from
molecular interactions. A decoupling layer prevents its
screening by the metallic substrate. STM-RES gives access
to the eigenvalues of any molecular rotor; particularly well
suited are molecules with large rotational constants @2=2I.
For molecular rotors with undistinguishable nucleons, such
as the diatomics N2 and O2, the nuclear spin states can now
be inspected with unprecedented spatial resolution, as well
as the intriguing ordering phenomena of ortho-para mix-
tures [11,12]. Furthermore, the coupling of the nuclear spin
to the immediate molecular environment and potentially
also nuclear processes become accessible on a local scale.
We finally note that even single molecule STM-RES might
be feasible for those molecules with very low lying and
broad negative ion resonance energy, thereby creating the
necessary overlap with the rotational excitation threshold.
We acknowledge funding from the Swiss National

Science Foundation under Projects No. 140479 and
No. 148891.
Note added.—After acceptance of our paper, we became

aware of a related work by Li et al. [Phys. Rev. Lett. 111,
146102 (2013)], reporting STM-RES for H2 and its iso-
topes on Au(110). In contrast to our data, the dI=dV signal
is dominated by vibrations. We note that our work has been
submitted to Science on June 07, rejected there on July 17,
and posted on arxiv on July 26, unfortunately without
having been noticed by Li et al.
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TABLE I. Parameters of the multi-peak Lorentzian function used to fit the d2I/dV 2 spectra of

Fig. 2 (b). E, Γ, and ∆σ/σ denote the excitation energy, half-width-half-maximum (HWHM),

and the relative conductance change, evaluated below (−), and above (+) the Fermi energy. Error

bars represent the standard deviation. The gap values were extracted manually because of the

asymmetric peak shapes. ~ωc and ~ωHWHM are the center and the HWHM of the in-plane phonon

energies of H2, HD, and D2 on graphite [1].

Molecule Excitation E (meV) Γ (meV) ∆σ/σ (%) ~ωc/~ωHWHM (meV)

H2

rot
(-) 43.73 ± 0.06 2.0 ± 0.1 15.9

−
(+) 43.76 ± 0.07 2.3 ± 0.1 17.7

gap
(-) 5.6 ± 0.5 5.5 ± 0.5 54.4

5.3/1.2
(+) 5.4 ± 0.5 4.8 ± 0.5 68.5

HD

rot
(-) 32.7 ± 0.4 6.3 ± 0.7 10.5

−
(+) 32.8 ± 0.4 4.6 ± 0.7 15.4

gap
(-) 4.7 ± 0.5 4.1 ± 0.5 37.4

4.4/0.6
(+) 5.4 ± 0.5 4.1 ± 0.5 40.0

D2

rot
(-) 20.89 ± 0.07 1.8 ± 0.1 35.4

−
(+) 20.88 ± 0.08 2.0 ± 0.1 37.4

gap
(-) 4.5 ± 0.5 3.0 ± 0.5 35.2

3.9/0.4
(+) 4.3 ± 0.5 2.8 ± 0.5 41.9
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